Announcements

**Last chance** to submit an abstract to the Fourth Annual ROECSG Spring Symposium!! Learn more about this conference and how to submit an abstract at: roecsg.org/events/symposium2021

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION = **March 15th, 2021**

ROECSG is excited to announce an exciting clinical educational research fellowship opportunity for medical students, with flexible timing from 10-12 months. Read more about this opportunity at: https://www.mskcc.org/departments/radiation-oncology/residency/medical-student-electives/medical-student-clinical-research-fellowship

This medical student opportunity is available through the **Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center** and provides a stipend and funding opportunities for presenting research. Feel free to visit econtour.org/about for more information or contact support@econtour.org.
Spotlight on #MedEd

Other Medical Specialties are Using Digital Media for #MedEd Learning

There are a number of unique medical education initiatives in other specialties, and we will be devoting the Spotlight section of the ROECSG Report each quarter to highlight the work going on in #MedEd outside of the field of radiation oncology.

This time, the spotlight is on the awesome work by the CardioNerds (cardionerds.com). Their innovative MedEd platform started out as a podcast and has evolved into a whole host of MedEd tools for cardiology educators, including journal clubs, Tweetorials, and a really cool (dare I say nerdy) Academy (www.cardionerds.com/academy) that was founded with the goal to democratize cardiovascular education and create digital content for asynchronous MedEd.

Opportunities for Getting Involved

ROECSG encourages active participation in our collaborative study group. We are in the process of establishing committees to allow for even more engagement from our members. If you are interested in learning more about opportunities for getting involved with ROECSG and joining one of our new committees, please feel free to contact us anytime at: https://roecsg.org/contact. Make sure to also follow us on Twitter (@roecsg). Click ->
Ongoing medical education initiatives

ROECSG members are involved in multiple ongoing medical education initiatives. The full list of ongoing projects can be accessed at: https://roecsg.org/current-initiatives

- Development of a structured medical student clerkship curriculum
- Introductory Radiation Oncology Course (IROC) for Residents
- Simulation-based education for radiation oncology contouring
- Residents-as-Teachers (RAT) in Radiation Oncology
- Self-directed treatment planning/dosimetry training for the clinical radiation oncologist
- We are also collaborating with eContour.org to develop novel contouring educational tools for radiation oncology
- ROECSG Core Curriculum: https://roecsg.org/corecurriculum

Recent #RadOnc #MedEd Publications

Here is a contemporaneous list of recent RadOnc MedEd publications. Lots of exciting work in this space! If you would like your publication featured in the next ROECSG Report, please email the citation to Anna Laucis at: anna.laucis@gmail.com. Brachy articles are in blue, med student in orange, simulation-based in pink, global in green, workforce in purple, and the rest in black.
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47. Dooley et al. Opportunities to Improve Radiation Oncology Medical Education in the Post-Pandemic Era. IJROBP 108(2): 455-57. doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijrobp.2020.06.038
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